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1Abstract
Does helplessness generalise across doaains? This research tests 
whether subjects identified as helpless or aastery oriented sake 
attributions aoross doaains that are consistent with their dispositional 
category. Three separate doaains were tested: Intellectual (anagraas), 
social (hypothetical soolal situations), and nonacadealc (art, auslc, 
and P.E.). Generalisation was found in only one case; attributions for 
social rejection to attributions for perforaance in P.E. For this 
activity, aastery oriented subject were shown to attribute successful 
perforaance to Internal factors (ability and effort) whereas aastery 
oriented children aade external attributions (ease or enjoyaent of the 
activity and teacher's leniency in grading). Overall, the results 
support the notion of doaain specificity of learned helplesness. The 
relationship between helplesness and childhood depression was also 
exaalned. Results showed that children who consistently aade helpless 
attributions across doaains scored significantly higher on a depression 
inventory than any other subjects.
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The Generalisation of Learned Helplessness
Introduction
Helplessness was originally defined as a learned noncontingency 
between aversive stiaulation and escape attempts. The phenomenon was 
first observed in dogs during experiaents on the relationship of fear 
conditioning to instruaental learning (Overaier t Sellgman, 1967)* It 
was shown that an experirentally naive dog placed in a shuttlebox will 
escape and eventually avoid painful electric shocks by jumping over a 
barrier to a nonshocked compartment. However, animals exposed to an 
inescapably aversive situation (shock) subsequently failed to learn the 
avoidance response despite the availabiltity of an escape route and the 
animal's previously demonstrated capacity to escape.
In humans, it has been shown that learned helpelessness is mediated 
by cognitions, especially beliefs about control over the situation 
(Dweck I Goats, 1978). When individuals believe that there is no 
relationship between any response they make and the outcome of a given 
situation, the motivation to initiate any further instrumental response 
is undermined. The individual has learned to be helpless.
Research in the area of task performance associated with learned 
helplesness in children has identified two distinct groupst learned 
helpless and mastery oriented. These groups can be dlstingulshsd by 
their respective tendencies to neglect or emphasise the role of effort
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in determining failure (Dlener 4 Dweck, 1978, 1980).
These studies have found that helpless children are characterised by 
cognitions that stress the inevitability and insurmountability of 
failure whereas mastery oriented children do not seem to categorise 
themselves as failing. This finding is not surprising in light of the 
fcct that helpless children attribute failure to stable, Internal 
factors such as ability. Failure, but not success is perceived to be 
predictive of future outcomes for the helpless child. For the mastery 
oriented group, failure is seen as a cue to increase effort or to search 
for a more effective problem solving strategy.
In contrast, success for the helpless child is typically attributed 
to external factors such as luck and other variables that are not 
indicative of future performance whereas mastery oriented ohildren 
attribute success to replicable factors like effort.
Helpless children also have distorted perceptions of their 
performance. They tend to recall fewer succeeseas and more failures 
than they have actually experienced. They see themselves as parhbrming 
at a lower level than most children their own age.
In regard to sex differences, studies have shown that girls are more 
likely to display helplessness in achievement situations. They 
consistaatly underestimate their chances for success, even in areas 
where they outperform boys. In addition, girls show decreased 
persistence or impaired functioning after failure or Increased
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evaluative pressure (Oneok A Giliard, 1975) and this aay explain why 
they have been found to avoid tasks that present a challenge. 
Generalisation
An important question In the study of learned helplessness is whether 
attributlonal patterns and associated deficits are Halted to situations 
slnilar to those in which the original learning took place— or are these 
attributlonal patterns generalised to other situations? The basic 
finding in the learned helplessness research has been that subjects tend 
to overgeneralise experiences in the training phase to the later test 
phase (Dweck A Bush, 1976; Hlroto, 1974; Klein A Seligaan, 1976). The 
evidence, however, is nixed.
Dweck A Reppuccl (1973) deaonstrated that decreaents due to 
helplessness can be brought under stiaulus control. Qilldren in this 
study were given continued success in the presence of one adult and 
continued failure (insoluble prohleas) in the presence of another adult. 
Results showed that deficits suffered by the helpless subjects were 
specific to the ^failure experimenter* (the adult in whose presence the 
child always failed),
Hlroto A Seligaan (1975) investigated the transfer of helplessness 
froa inetruaeniel to cognitive tasks. They tiposed subjects to an 
Inescapable tnetruaental task (bersinatti* a tome) or an Insoluble 
cognitive pretreataeet (discrimination learn lag). This was followed by 
either an instruaental (huasn shuttlebea) or cognitive (anagram) teat
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task. They found evidence of cross nodal helplessness. Individuals 
pretreeted with insoluble cognitive problens were debilitated at 
instrumental escape and those pretrer'ed with an inescapable noxious 
tone were debilitated at anagraa solving.
There has also been soee evidence of a sex dlffernce in regard to 
generalisation of helplessness. Dweck, Goetz, & Strauss (1980) 
demonstrated that boy's expectancies of success following failure 
recovered significantly sore than girls' when a new evaluator was 
introduced. Also, when both the task at which the children failed and 
the evaluator were changed, boys showed alaost coaplete recovery of 
their success expectancies but girls did not. This result suggests that 
when girls aake failure Pwtributions to lack of ability, they blase an 
ability that goes beyond the task at which they have failed. They say 
attach a sore general label to their incompetence and thus show 
helplessness effects across situations.
Although various studies have shown helplessness to generalize, the 
research has been restricted to generalization within one donaln. 
Helplessness in one Intellectual task (anagrams) is associated with 
decrements in another intellectual task (discrimination problems).
Goetz (1980) has extended the generalization research into the social 
domain. She found that attributions for social rejection in 
hypothetical situations were related to responses to actual rejection by 
a peer. But this study again was limited to a single domain (social).
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Causal attributions are critical in the generalization of failure 
experiences to new situations. In considering the question of 
generalization of failure effects, it is reasonable to assuae that if 
the factors one views as causing failure remain constant then failure 
effects will persist, that is, helplessness will transfer because the 
individual will perceive continued failure as unavoidable. In this way, 
causal attributions can Mediate the generalization of failure effects 
froa one situation to another. However, if soae Meaningful change does 
occur in soae factor perceived to be responsible for failure (e.g. 
different task, new experlaenter, or if the Internal attribution 
Includes doaain speciflcty), the individual should overcone the effects 
of prior failure and face the new task with greater confidence (Dweck, 
Goetz & Strauss, 1980).
Failure attributions to Internal stable factors, which are 
characteristic of the helples groups are also apparent in childhood 
depressions. In painting a general picture of a depressed child 
Halaquist (1977) states that "sensitivity with a readiness to condean 
themselves is common. There is a preference to be harsh and self 
critical." Beck (1967) also realised this negative self perception when 
he wrote, "In regard to the self, the depressed individual sees hlaself 
as deficient, Inadequate and unworthy. Often tlaes these individuals 
will attribute these unpleasant feellngs/experlences to defects within 
themselves."
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These studies then attest to the fact that negative self concept 
brought about by Internal attributions aay lead to depression. But do 
these attributions generalize that widely or are they aore specific to 
situations?
In the present research, we aade use of three distinct doaains to see 
whether the attributlonal pattern found in an Intellectual (anagraa) 
pretest would generalise to a social and/or non-acadeaic task. For 
example, will an attribution to lack of ability following failure on an 
anagraa task lead to a siailar attribution to inooapetence at Baking 
friends in a social situation? Mill children defined as helpless by the 
Intellectual Achievement Responsibility Soale (IAR) sake consistently 
helpless attributions across doaains or are these areas too disparate 
for generalistlon to ocour? Might children who appear helpless as 
measured by their attributions in one situation aetually show the 
opposite tendency in a different domain? Do children who make helpless 
attributions across situations also experience depression as well?
These are a few of the questions that this study will attempt to answer.
Method
Overview
Children identified as either helpless or mastery oriented were given 
a series of tasks or questions relating to different life domains 
(intellectual, social and nonacademic though school related). 
Attributions for outcomes and/or performance were obtained for eaoh
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area. Sooloaetric aeasures were also adalnlstered. Both self and peer 
ratings of popularity were assessed by these aeasures.
Subjects
Thirty nine fifth and sixth grade students (19 feaale, 20 aale) were 
recruited froa a school in a seal-rural aldwestern coaaunity. Two 
feaales were excluded after subject selection because they changed 
schools. All participating children received parental peraisslon. 
Procedure
Measure of Helplessness. Past research (Dlener A Dweck, 1978; Dweok 
A Reppucci, 1973; Floor A Rosen, 1975) has repeatedly indicated that 
helpless and aastery oriented children place differential eaphasls on 
the role of effort in deteralning their failures. Helpless children 
typically tend to disregard effort while the aastery oriented group 
eapahsiaes it. This finding was utilized in dividing the children into 
helpless and aastery oriented groups. The Intellectual Achleveaent 
Responsibility (IAR) Scale (Crandall, Katkovsky A Crandall, 1965) was 
used to deteralne each child*s relative eaphasls on effort. The soale 
is coaposed of 3*1 forced choice iteas worded both positively and 
negatively. For each achleveaent experience presented, the child can 
either take personal responsibility for the outcoae (Internal 
responsibility) or s/he can attribute the result to soae agent other 
than hla/herself (external responsibility). A subset of 10 iteas (I-E 
scale) specifically taps the child's attributions of failure to lack of 
effort. (See Appendix A for details).
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Subjeots Here divided at the aedlan and placed into the appropriate 
group. Children receiving scores of 6 and below were placed in the 
helpless group while those scoring 7 and above were considered aastery 
oriented. The seen effort-attribution scores for the two groups were: 
helpless = 4.89* aastery oriented = 8.65*
Measures of Depression. At this tine the Children's Depression 
Inventory (Kovacs A Beck, 1977) was also adalnlstered to the group. The 
aeasure seeks to Identify depression by asking about relevant aspects of 
the ohlld's life suoh as friendships, self perceptions, physical states, 
feelings, and hoae and school life. Three stateaents of varying degrees 
are presented and the child chooses the one whloh coaes closest to 
describing how they have been feeling within the past two weeks. (For 
further details consult Appendix B). For every subject, there was an 
interia period of at least three weeks between adainlstratlon of the 
group aeasures and the beginning of the experlaental sessions. In these 
sessions, the subjects were required to perfora the series of tasks 
described below.
Anagraa Task. (For exact foraat, questions and response choices 
described in the reaalnder of the aethods section consult Appendix C).
Children were taken individually froa their classrooa to a quiet, 
eapty rooa by one of two aale experlaenters. (Both were blind to 
whether the child was helpless or aastery oriented). All ohildren were 
then told that the first task would Involve "asking words out of
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scrambled letters”. They were then shotm an exaaple and asked whether 
they understood the task. As a check on this, three praotloe anagraas 
were introduced. Children were told that they would have 3 alnutes to 
find a word. They were to stay on the saae problea until (a) they found 
the correct word or (b) 3 alnutes had passed. All children correctly 
identified at least one word froa the practice set. After being assured 
that all subjects understood the task, the test phase was introduced. 
This Involved 1 soluble anagraa and 9 Insoluble anagraas. The 
instructions were the saae for the test phase as they were in the 
practice session.
After the test phase was coapleted each child was lnforaed, NTlae is 
up. That is ail for this part. The rest of the pages contain 
questions. Please answer all of thea. The instructions are printed on 
the pages but if at any tiae you have a question please stop and ask ae. 
This section will not be tiaed." At this point the child was asked,
MHow well do you think did on the word task?” A series of choices were 
presented ranging froa very well to very poorly. Next, each child was 
asked to choose an attribution for his or her perforaance on the anagraa 
task. Ability, effort, luck, task dlffloullty, and the experiaenter 
were the five choices. These particular attributions were chosen 
because the aost widely used attribution scales (IAR and MNVS by 
Lefcourt, 1978) concentrate on these causes. Finally, subjects were 
asked to sake a guess as to how other children their own age would do on 
the task.
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Soolal Rejection. To get at children's attributions in the social 
doaaln, four hypothetical rejection situations were presented (adapted 
froa Goetz A Dweck, 1980). Foma were designed for boys and girls so 
that sane sex rejection would be described. (The social rejection 
questions included in Appendix C are froa the boys fora. The girls fora 
is identical except for the word she or her substituted for he and hia.) 
After interviewing a test population of fifth graders, Goetz (1980) 
found that 5 causal attributions for rejection eaerged: (a) personal 
inooapetenoe at Baking or keeping friends (lncoapetenoe attribution),
(b) soae negative trait of the rejector (rejector attribution), (c) soae 
trait of the child that the rejecting person dislikes (lnooapatiblllty 
attribution), (d) the rejector's alsoonstrual of the child's behavior 
(aisunderstanding attribution), and (e) oircuastances of the aoaent that 
affect the rejector's outlook (ohanoe wood attribution). Following each 
scenario the subject was asked to choose an attribution for social 
rejection froa aaong these possibilities.
Sooloaetrlc Measures. In order to obtain an assessaent of each 
child's popularity two aeasures were taken. First, children were asked 
to rate their own popularity on a scale of 1-5 (lower scores reflecting 
lower popularity). After this was ooapleted, a peer roster-and-rating 
questlonaire (Roistaoher, 1974) for ratings of liking was adalnistered. 
Again, only saae sex assessaents were studied due to previous findings 
in socioaetry that children this age deaonstrate a strong saae sex bias
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(Gronlund, 1959)* Each child was presented with a list of all saae sex 
peers participating in the study along with a 5 point rating scale 
adjacent to each naae. The scales ranged froa 1 (don't like to be with) 
to 5 (like to be with). So that they could aake honest ratings, all 
subjects were assured that neither their teachers nor other students 
would see their responses.
Nonaoadealc Subjects. Attributions for perforaance in art, P.E., and 
auslo were chosen to test for generalisation of helplessness to the 
nonaoadealc doaain. These are activities that take plaoe in school but 
do not require intellectual or cognitive skill as do the acadealc 
subjects suoh as aath or science. The list of attributions for this 
area Includes: (a) ability, (b) effort, (c) ease or difficulty of the 
activity, (d) enjoyaent or boredoa with the class, and (e) teacher bias. 
Children's perceptions of their perforaance in these area were obtained 
as well as their actual perforaance as aeasured by teacher grade 
reports. Data for three subjects could not be obtained in this 
particular area.
Finally, in order to prevent children froa feeling discouraged about 
their perforaance, the experiaenter explained at the end of each session 
that the test words were taken froa a very difficult eighth grade 
reading list. It was further stated that very few children were able to 
solve any of the anagraas.
Generalization of Learned Helplessness
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Results
The IAR
(The results reported in this section were obtained using the IAR to 
divide children into helpless and Mastery oriented groups).
Anaarai Task. Helpless and aastery oriented children showed alaost 
identical results in this area. In both groups, an overwhelalng 
Majority (84} of the helpless subjects, 90} of the aastery oriented 
subjects) perceived tfeeaselves as having perforaed below average or very 
poorly on the task. On a scale of 1-5 with higher scores indicating 
poorer per romance, the aean rating of the helpless group was 4.32 while 
the aastery oriented group's aean was 4.45, F(1,3D* -934, p>.05. The 
two groups also showed parallel results in the attribution of their poor 
perforaance. The Majority of children (54} of the helpless, 65} of the 
aastery oriented) ehose lack of ability to explain their failure, 
F(1,3D= .049, p>.05. See Figure 1 for pattern of attributions.
Insert Figure 1 here
In addition, subjects in both groups (85} of the helpless, 90} of the 
aastery oriented) felt that other children their age would be aore 
successful in solving the anagraas. None of the subjects responded that 
other children would do any worse than theaselves on the task, F(1,31)s 
.455, p>.05.
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An interesting sex difference was uncovered. As reported earlier 
only one of the anagraas was soluble (#7)* Of the boys, 70$ correctly 
identified the sorasbled word. Only 26$ of the girls, however, were 
successful at solving the anagraa, F(1,3DS 6*2, p<»01. As predicted, a 
significant effect of dispositional category was also obtained on this 
variable, showing the aastery oriented group to be auch aore likely to 
discover the soluble anagraa, F(1,31)s 5*5, p<.05. (65$ of the aastery
oriented subjects solved it, 32$ of the helpless group solved it). A 
breakdown of the results by sex and dispositional category is shown in 
Figure 2 below.
Insert Figure 2 here
Scores on the GDI were also found to correlate with ability to 
discover the one soluble anagraa, r(37)= *48, p< .01. Children who 
solved the anagraa tended to have lower CDI scores (Xs 11.84) than those 
who failed at this task (Xs 13*50).
Soolal Rejection. In the social doaain, a slgnlflcnat dlffernece was 
found between groups for only the first social rejection vignette. The 
attributions of the helpless children tended to eaphasise soae chance 
aood of the rejector whereas aastery oriented children stressed 
ineoapatlbility, F(1#3D= 10.50, p<.01. For the reaalning three 
episodes, no significant differences were obtained. The pattern of
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attributions within groups varied froa question to question but a change 
in one group was followed by a parallel change in the other. For 
further clarification, see Figure 3.
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Insert Figure 3 Here
No significant correlation was found between attributions for poor 
perforaance on the anagraa task and attributions for social rejection, 
r(37)s -.07, p>.05. This result was found for the social rejection 
questions taken both individually and as a whole. Lack of ability, as 
stated earlier, was the aost coaaon attribution for both helpless and 
aastery oriented children on the anagraa task. Neither group, however, 
consistently chose incoapetence attributions (the social equivalent of 
lack of ability) for rejection.
Socloaetrios* No significant differences were found between the 
helpless and aastery oriented subjects on either self-rated or 
peer-rated popularity (see figure 4).
Insert Figure 4 here
Nonacadealc SubJeots* The two groups did not differ significantly in 
regard to attribution for perforaance in the nonacadealc subjects of 
art, F.B., or auslc. (In art, F(1,28): .34, p>.05; in ausic, F(1,28)=
16
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•13» p>.05; and in P.E., F(1,28)= .23, p>.05. Across the three 
activities, ability and the ease of the class Mere the two attributions 
endorsed nost frequently by both the helpless and Mastery oriented 
children (see figure 5).
Insert Figure 5 here
Redefinition of Groups
In an effort to partially replicate the findings of Goetz (1980), the 
subjects Mere redivided according to their attributions on the social 
rejection vignettes. Seventeen of the 39 subjects (44f) Mere 
reclassified based on this Measure. When social rejection attributions 
Mere used as the basis for grouping, 16 children (11 girls, 5 boys) Mere 
identified as helpless and 23 subjects (8 girls, 15 boys) Mere 
classified as Mastery oriented. (Attributions to incoapetence and 
incoapatlblllty Mere considered "helpless" responses due to the fact 
that for these tMO choices, children take responsibility for the 
rejection). This redistribution reflects a significant sex difference. 
The correlation betueen dispositional category and sex of subject Mas 
r(37)= -.3343, P<.01.
Anagraa Task. Helpless children perceived thenselves as having 
perforaed significantly Morse on the anagran solving than did the 
aastary oriented group, F(1,31)s 7.84, p<.01. One hundred percent of
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the helpless subjects said that they perforaed below average or very 
poorly in coaparlson to 78? of the aastery oriented children. On a 
scale of 1-5 with higher scores indicating poorer perforaance, the aean 
rating of the helples group was 4.75 while the other group's aean was 
4.13.
The attlbutlons for perforaance, however, were not significantly 
different. Both groups once again chose the lack of ability aost 
frequently. No differences were found between groups with respect to 
how other children would do on the anagraa cask (87> of subjects in both 
groups felt that other children would do better than theaselves on the 
task).
The IAR. Neither analysis of variance nor correlations revealed any 
significant relationship between scores on the IAR and attributions for 
social rejection. This result held for the social rejection questions 
considered both individually and as a whole.
Socloaeirloa. A significant difference between groups was obtained 
for self rated popularity, F(1,31) =4.46, p<.05* Helpless children 
rated theaselves lower in popularity than they actually were; aastery 
oriented subjects showed just the opposite tendency. Peer ratings 
actually showed the helpless children to be slighty more popular (see 
Figure 6).
Insert Figure 6 here
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A sex difference was also revealed. Although boy’s and girl's self 
rated popularity was alaost identical (boy's sean self ratings 3.20, 
girl's sean self ratlng:3*l6), girls rated their peers significantly 
higher than did boys, F(1,31)= 5.08, p<.05. Mean peer rating by 
boyss2.82, girls sean peer rating was 3*33 (see Figure 7).
Insert Figure 7 here
Nonaoadeslc Subjects. A significant difference was found between 
dispositional category and P.E., F(1,3D= 13.12, p<.01. For this 
activity, sastery oriented children attributed their success to internal 
factors (68% of the group chose ability or effort attributions)* In 
contrast, the helpless subjects attributed their successes to sany sore 
external variables (70$ asking attributions to ease or enjoyaent of the 
class and teacher's leniency in grading). In art and auslc, the pattern 
of attributions for the helpless and aastery oriented children was 
slallar although not significant (see Figure 8).
Insert Figure 8 here
Helplessness and aastery orientation was found to oorrelate with 
scores on the CDI. Helpless subjects revealed a greater degree of 
depression with a mean score of 10.94. Mastery oriented subjects
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averaged a auch lower 6.17, r(37)= -.332, p<.02. Sex was also 
correlated with the CDI aeasure, with girls showing higher scores. 
(Girl’s mean score: 10.11, boys aean score: 6.25), r(37)= .273, p<*05* 
Dispositional category (helpless or aastery oriented) was also 
correlated with type of student(all subjects taken into acoount), r(37)= 
~*313t P<*05. (Subjects were labelled as good,average or poor students 
on the basis of teacher evaluations.) The helpless and aastery oriented 
groups did not differ In the percentage of average students (both had 
509 of the students In this category). The helpless group, however, had 
half as aany good students and aore than double the percentage of poor 
students in coaparison to aastery oriented subjects (see figure 9)*
Insert Figure 9 here
Significant relationships were discovered between type of student and 
several other variables. Scores on the CDI correlated highly with this 
factor, r(37)« -.440, p<«005. In general, as the students got poorer, 
their CDI scores got higher, reflecting a greater degree of depression. 
Means of the two groups are shown in Figure 10.
Insert Figure 10 here
In the nonacadealc areas, strong correlations were obtained between
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type of student and attributions for performance in each nonaoadeaio 
activity. (In art, r(37)= *591, p<.01; in ausic, r(37)s .1|18, p<.01; and 
in P.E., r(37)s .*33» P<*01), see Figure 11.
Insert Figure 11 here
Good and average students attributed nonaoadeaio suooesses to ability 
and effort. (67% of the good students, 659 of the average students 
taking responsibilty for their suooess). In oontrast, only 17% of the 
helpless group Bade these attributions. Ease of the aotivity was ohosen 
aost often (61)1 of the tine) to explain their good perforaance (see 
figure 12).
Insert Figure 12 here
Discussion
The results of the present investigation indioate that learned 
helplessness is generally a domain specifio phenomenon. Generalisation 
aoross doaalns was found in only one instance (sooial rejection to 
attributions for perforaance in P.E.). Perhaps the reason for asking 
similar attributions for these two situations is that P.E. is perceived 
as aore of a social situation than an intellectual school activity. It
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would appear, however, that art and auslc are not perceived in this way. 
In fact, attributions for perforaance in art and ausic correlate higher 
with attributions for the anagraa task (for art, r(3T)s .19, ps*13; in 
ausic, r(37)= *27, p<*05) than with attributions for social rejection 
(in art, r(37)« -.14, p=.21; in ausic, r(37)» -.05, p=.3$). So while 
art and ausic appear to be in a category of their own, these activities 
are seen as being closer to intellectual tasks. Perhaps the reason that 
art and ausio are perceived this way is due to the setting in which they 
are oonduoted. Art and ausio are classrooa activities like every other 
aoadealc subject (English, aath, etc.). The P.E. period on the other 
hand, takes place in a gya. This setting aay have aore social 
oonneotlons for the children and aay explain why social rejection 
attributions generalised to this activity only. Art and ausic aay also 
require aore ability than a typical P.E. class and therefore acadeaio 
types of cognitive aedlators aay play a aore iaportant role in those 
activities.
Another result supporting doaain specificity of helplessness is the 
fact that of the subjects switched categories across the 
Intellectual and social doaalns. That is, of those showing the 
attributional pattern characteristic of group A in the 
intellectual/cognitive doaain showed the pattern characteristic of group 
B in the social domain. In fact, only 18% of the children aade 
consistently helpless or consistently aastery oriented attributions
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across doaains. For exaaple, 56} of the subjects aade helpless 
attributions for failure on the anagraa task. Only 23} of the children 
consistently aade slailar attlbutlons for social rejection.
Children who aade consistently helpless attributions across doaains, 
were significantly aore depressed as aeasured by the CDI (X=12.6) than 
either subjects who aade nixed (helpless and aastery oriented) 
attributions (X«5.7) or those who aade consistently aastery oriented 
onoloes (Xs4.0), r(37)« «33» P<*05. This is an laportant finding 
because it Identifies a stable attributlonal style for depressed 
children. It also suggests that generalising helpless attributions 
aoross doaains aay be a cause of depression in children.
In regard to sex differences, boys and girls did not differ 
significantly in their attributions on the anagraa task or the social 
rejection vignettes. A difference was obtained, however, for the 
nonaoadeaic subjects. Sixty eight percent of the girls aade helpless 
attributions (for 2 out of 3 or ill three activities) while only 20} of 
the boys did so. Why should this be so?
It has been suggested (Dweck, Davidson, Nelson A Enna, 1978) that 
boys do not show the helpless pattern in the olassrooa as often as girls 
because failure feedback to boys is aabiguous. They stated that 
"frequent and widespread use of failure feedback for boys negates 
failure feedback froa adults as an indicant of their ability. It aakes 
it aore likely that they will view their negative feedback as either
23
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Irrelevant to perforaance or due to lack of motivation," (p.269)• But 
perhaps even sore importantly, they found that teacher's failure 
feedback to boys was often accompanied by an attribution to laok of 
effort. This is important because attributions to controllable factors 
such as effort do not cause helplessness but in fact combat it.
Problems with the present study
It is important to note the lack of variability in the data obtained 
for the anagram task. This is certainly a contributing faotor if not 
the chief reason why generalization from the intellectual task to the 
other domains was not found. In fact, this variable did not correlate 
signifioantly with any other.
Perhaps the reason for this lack of variability is that the task used 
was not ambiguous. All subjeots knew that they failed at solve at least 
90} of the anagrams and therefore an attribution to low ability is 
reasonable. Also, subjeots only needed to solve one of the soluble 
practice anagrams to be Included in the study so low ability may again 
be an objective and reasonalbe task-specific attribution.
Also, due to the large concentration of subjects in two of the 
classrooms, experimental sessions with children from the same class had 
to be conducted over a period of 3-4 days. This raises the question of 
how much the children knew about the task beforehand and if this may 
have affected their attributions in some way.
The use of male experimenters may have also altered the results. All
24
prior studies have used feaale experisenters and there is sons classrooa 
observational data to suggest that sale teachers have different effects 
than feaale teachers.
Directions for Future Research.
This study gives evidence relating learned helplessness to depression 
in children. It also suggests an attrlbutional style in depressed 
children. Further research needs to be devoted to the link between 
these two phenoeena in children. Soae questions this study has raised 
ares
1) Does helplessness leed to depression or does depression lead
to unking helpless attributions?
2) Do depressed and helpless children show the saae perforaance 
deficits? If so, are they restricted to one doaaln?
3) If depression does carry over to various areas of the child's 
life, what causes this generalisation?
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The IAR Questionaire
Name
Grade____________________
Sex (Hale or Feaale)_____________
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS: This questIonaIre desrlbes a number of 
common expereiences most of you have in your dally lives. The 
questions about these experiences are presented one at a time and 
following each one there are two possible answers. Choose the one 
that most often desrlbes what happens to you. Put a circle around 
the "A" or *BH in front of that answer. Be sure to answer each 
question according to how you really feel.
1. If a teacher passes you to the next grade would it probably be
A. because she liked you, or
B. because of the work you did?
2. When you do well one a test at school is it more likely to be
A. because you studied for it, or
B. because the test was easy?
*3* When you have trouble understanding something in school is it 
usually
A. because the teacher didn't explain it clearly, or
B. because you didn't listen carefully?
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Hhen you read a story and can't reaeaber auoh of It, Is It 
usually
A. because the story wasn't well written, or
B. because you weren't Interested in the story? 
Suppose your parents say you are doing well In school. Is 
this likely to happen
A. because your school work Is good, or
B. because they are In a good aood?
Suppose you did better than ususal in a subject at school. 
Would It probably happen
A. because you tried harder, or
B. because soaeone helped you?
When you lose at a gaae of cards or oheckers, does this 
usually happen
A. because the other player la good at the gaae, or
B. because you don't play well?
Suppose a person doesn't think that you are very saart 
or clever
A. Can you aake hla charge his alnd If you try to, or
B. are there soae people who will think you're not very 
saart no aatter what you do?
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If you solve a puzzle quickly, is it
A. because it wasn't a very hard puzzle, or
B. because you worked on it carefully?
If a boy or girl tells you that you are duab, is it aore 
likely that they say that
A, because they are sad at you, or
B. because what you did really wasn't very saart? 
Suppose you study to becoae a teacher, scientist, or doctor 
and you fail* Do you think this would happen
A* because you didn't work hard enough, or 
B. because you needed soae help and other people 
didn't give it to you?
When you learn soaethlng quickly in school, is it usually 
A. because you paid close attention, or 
B* because the teacher explained it dearly?
If a teacher says to you, "Your work is fine," is it 
A. soaethlng teachers usually say to encourage 
students, or
B* because you did a good Job?
When you find it hard to work aath probleas at school, is it
A. because you didn't study hard enough before you tried 
thea, or
B. beacuse the teacher gave probleas that were too hard?
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When you forget soeething you heard in class, is It
A* because the teacher didn't explain it very well, or 
B. because you didn't try very hard to reaeaber?
Suppose you weren't sure about the answer to a question your 
teacher asked you, but your answer turned out to be right. Is 
it likely to happen
A. because she wasn't as partioular as usual, or
B. because you gave the best answer you could think of? 
When you read a story and reaeaber aost of it, is It usually
A. because you were interested in the story, or
B. because the story was well written?
If your parents tell you you're acting silly and not thinking 
clearly, la it wore like y to be
A. because of something you did, or
B. because they happen to feel cranky?
When you don't do well on a test at school, is it
A. because the test was especially hard, or
B. because you didn't study for it?
When you win at a gaae of cards or checkers, does it happen
A. because you play really well, or
B. because the other person is a bad player?
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If people think you're saart, is it
A. because they like you, or
B. because you usually act that nay?
If the teacher didn't pass you to the next grade, would it 
probably be
A. because she had it in for you, or
B. because your school work wasn't good enough?
Suppose you don't do as well as usual in a subject ar school 
Would this probably happen
A. because you weren't as careful as usual, or
B. because soaebody bothered you and kept you fros 
working?
If a boy or girl tells you that you are saart, is it
A. because you thought up a good idea, or
B. because they like you?
SuppoM y°u a faaoua fcaaohar, actant 1st, or doe tor.
Go you think mils would happen
because ether people helped you a let, or 
8. because you worked very hard?
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5u» # M  your parents aay that you art not doing uoll la your 
•chool work. Ia this llkaly to happen
*. bacauae your work lm't warp good, or
I. bacauM thay faal grouchy?
SuppoM you are Mewing a friend how to play a g a M  and ha 
h M  trouble with It. Would tats happen
A. because he wasn't able to undaratand how to play, or
B. because you couldn't explain it vary Mil?
W » n  you find it easy to work aath problaaa at school, la It
A. because the teacher gave you easy preplans, or
B. because you studied your book M i l  before you tried 
than?
Bhen you reaeaber soaethlng you heard In class, is It usually
A. because you tried hard to reaeaber, or
B. becaue the teacher explained It Mil?
Ir you can't work a pussla, Is It sore likely to happen
A. because you aren't very good at working pussies, or
B. because the Instructions Mren't written clearly 
enough?
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31. If your parents tell you that you are saart or clever, is it 
aore likely
A. because they are feeling good, or
B. because of soaethlng you did?
32. Suppose you are explaining to a friend ho a to play a gaae and
he learns It quickly. Would that happen aore often
A. because you explained It veil, or
B. beoause he Mas able to understand it very well?
*33• Suppose you're not sure about the answer to a question
your teacher asks you and the answer you give turns out to 
be wrong. Is this
A. because she was aore particular than usual, or
B. because you answered too quickly?
*34. If a teacher says to you, "Try to do better," would it be
A. because this la soaethlng she says to get students 
to try harder, or
B. because your work wasn't as good as usual?
Questions narked with (*) coaprised the I-E scale, which taps the 
child's attributions of failure to lack of effort.
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CD INVENTORY
Naae__________________
Date_________________
Kids soaetlaes have different feelings and ideas.
This fora lists the feelings and ideas in groups. Froa each group, 
pick one sentence that describes you best for the past two weeks. 
After you pick a sentence froa the first group, go on to the next 
group.
There is no right answer or wrong answer. Just pick the sentence 
that best describes the way you have been recently. Put a aark like 
this (X) next to your answer. Put the aark on the line next to the 
sentence you pick.
Here is an exaaple of how this fora works. Try it. Put a aark next 
to the sentence that desrlbes you best.
EXAMPLE:
1 read books all the tiae.
I read books once in a while.
I never read books.
38
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Reaeaber, pick out the sentences that describe your feelings and 
ideas in the past two weeks.
1. ___ I as sad once In a while
___ I aa sad aany tiaes
I aa sad all the tlae
2. __  Nothing will ever work out for ae
___ I aa not sure if things will work out for ae
__  Things will work out OK for ae
3. __  I do aost things OK
__  I do aany things wrong
__  I do everything wrong
i|. ___ I have fun in aany things
__  I have fun in soae things
Nothing is fun at all
I aa bad all the tlae 
I aa bad aany tiaes 
I aa bad once in a while
39
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I think about bad things happening to ae once 
in a while
I worry that bad things will happen to ae 
I aa sure that terrible things will happen to ae
I hate ayself 
I do not like ayself 
I like ayself
All bad things are ay fault 
Many bad things are ay fault 
Bad things are not usually ay fault
I do not think about killing ayself 
I think about killing ayself but I would not do It 
I want to kill ayself
I feel like crying every day 
I feel like crying aany days 
I feel like crying once in a while
MO
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Things bother ae all the tise 
Things bother ae aany tiaes 
Things bother ae once in a while
I like being with people 
I do not like being with people aany tiaes 
I do not want to be with people at all
I cannot sake up ay Bind about things 
It is hard to Bake up ay Bind about things 
I sake up ay Bind about things easily
I look OK
There are soao bad things about ay looks 
I look ugly
I have to push ayself all the tlae to do ay schoolwork 
I have to push ayself aany tiaes to do ay schoolwork 
Doing schoolwork is not a big problea
in
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I have trouble sleeping every night 
I have trouble sleeping aany nights 
I sleep pretty well
I aa tired once in a while 
I aa tired aany days 
I aa tired all the tiae
Host days I do not feel like eating 
Hany days I do not feel like eating 
I eat pretty well
I do not worry about aches and pains 
I worry about aches and pains aany tiaes 
I worry about aches and pains all the tiae
I do not feel alone 
I feel alone aany tiaes 
I feel alone all the tiae
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l never h^ve fun at school 
I have fun at school only once in a while 
I have fun at school aany tiaes
I have plenty of friends 
I have soae friends but I wish I had sore 
I do not have any friends
My schoolwork is alright
My schoolwork is not as good as before
I do very badly in subjects I used to be good in
I can never be as good as other kids 
I can be Just as good as other kids if I want to 
I as Just as good as other kids
Nobody really loves ae 
I aa not sure if soaebody loves ae 
I aa sure that soaebody loves ae
*3
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I usually do what I aa told 
I do what I aa told aoat tlaes 
I never do uhat I aa told
I get along with people 
I get into rights aany tlaes 
I get Into fights al) the tlae
THE END
THANK YOU FOR FILLING OUT THIS FORM
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Haas_____________Grade______Sei_____
Teacher_____________
Below you will find a group of five letters. Tour Job Is to try to 
sake a word using all five lotters. Here Is an oxaaple:
1 H L D C ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ (CHILD)
Try these:
A) B L A E T  ___ ___ ___ ___ ___
B) T E A R V ___ ___ ___ ___ __
C) I Z R E P __________________ ___
D) P L P E A  ___ ___ ___ ___ ___
E) 0 0 P N S
F) 0 S R S C
46
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1) G H I E R
2) T 0 I B S
3) C 1 U F L
4) I R U M E
5) R C A T U
6) E D E B T
7) v c m
8 ) 0 Y V A B
9) Q D L A U
10) C E E N R
W7
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How sell do you think tou did on the word task? (Circle One)
A) Very sell
B) Above average
C) Average
D) Below average 
Very poorly
** you circled A, B, or Cf answer the following question (#1) lx you 
cll*cle<j D or E, answer question 2.
^  Why do you think that you did well on the word task?
A) I as good at this kind of probles
B) I was trying very hard
C) I was lucky
D) The probleas were easy to solve
£) The experlsenter explained the rules very well
p\
' Why do you think that you had trouble solving the word probleas
A) I aa not good at this kind of problea
B) I wasn't trying hard enough
C) I had bad luck
D) The probleas are laposslble to solve
B) The experlsenter didn't explain the rules well enough
m
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How well do you think other kids your age would do on the word task 
(Circle One)
A) Other kids would probably do a lot better than I did
B) Other kids would probably do a little better than I did
C) Other kids would do about the saae as I did
D) Other kids would probably not do as well as I did
E) Other kids would probably do a lot worse than I did
1) Suppose a friend of yours stops telling you his/her secrets. 
Why light this happen to you?
A) It is hard for you to keep friends
B) He is a selfish person
C) He doesn't think that you'll keep his secret
D) He got the wrong idea about sonethlng you did
E) He was in a bad iood
2) Suppose you nove to a new neighborhood and your next door
neighbor says that he doesn't like you very auch. Why night 
this happen to you?
A) You're not good at naking friends
B) He isn't very friendly
C) He doesn't like how you act
D) He got the wrong lapresslon about you
E) He was angry at soneone when he net you
49
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3) Suppose soeeone goes away froa you whenever they can. why 
eight this happen to you?
A) Because it is not easy to get people to like you
B) He likes doing aean things
C) He does not like the kind of person you are
D) He probably thinks you did something bad 
B) He likes to be by hieself
4) Suppose you go to a park. A kid you want to play with doesn't 
want to play with you. Why Might this happen?
A) Because it is hard to get along with people
B) He is rude
C) He thinks you're no fun to be with
0) He got the wrong idea about something you did
E) He didn't feel like playing that day
50
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On the scale below, rate yourself on how popular you think you are. 
(If you think that you are very popular, put an X on the line above 
#5, if you think that you are sort of popular, put an X on the line 
above #4. If you feel that you are average or in between, sark an X 
above line 3« If you think that you are sort of unpopular, check the 
line above #2 and if you feel that you are very unpopular, sark an X 
on the line above #1.) if you have any questions please askt
1 2 3 4 5
Mow, I would like you to tell se how such you like to be with certain 
children in your school. Below is a list of nases. After each nase 
is a scale like the one you just completed. If you like being with 
the person listed very such, put an X above line 5, if you sort of 
like to be with that person, put an X above line 4. If you sosetises 
like being with the person and soaetlses you don't, sark an X above 
line 3* If you sort of dislike being around the person listed, sark 
an X above line 2 and if you really dislike being with that person, 
check the line above #1. Nobobdy else will see this!!I
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1) Subject 1
2) Subject 2
3) Subject 3
4) Subject 4
5) Subject 5
6) Subject 6
7) Subject 7
8) Subject 8
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9) Subject 9
10) Subject 10
11) Subject 11
12) Subject 12
13) Subject 13
14) Subject 14
15) Subject 15
16) Subjeot 16
1 2 3 4 5
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17) Subject 17
18) Subject 18
19) Subject 19
20) Subject 20
1 2  3 4 5
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE
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1) How well would you say you were doing in art class?
A) very well
B) above average
C) average
D) below average
E) poorly
you circled A, B, or C, answer part A below; if you narked
answer part B.
A) Why do you think you’re doing well?
s) I work hard
b) I an good at art
c) Art olass is easy
d) The teaoher is an easy grader
e) The olass is fun
B) Why do you think you’re not doing so well?
a) I'n not trying hard enough
b) I'n not very artistlo
c) The projects in class are too difficult
d) The teacher grades too hard
e) The class is boring
or E,
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2) How well would you aay that you were doing in auaio class?
A) very well
B) above average
C) average
D) below avearge
E) poor
If you aarked A, Bf or C answer part A below; If you narked D or E» 
answer part B.
A) Why do you think you*re doing well?
a) I work hard
b) I aa good at auslc
c) Music is easy
d) The teacher is an easy grader 
•) I like the class
B) Why do you think you're not doing so well?
a) I'a not trying hard enough
b) I'a just not Musical
c) The class is too hard
d) The teacher grades too hard
e) The class is boring
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3) How well would you say you were doing in P.E. class?
A) very well
B) above average
C) average
D) below average
E) poor
If you aarked A, B, or C answer part A below; if you aarked D or E, 
answer part B.
A) Why do you think you*re doing well?
a) I work hard
b) I aa good at physical things
c) The class is easy
d) The teacher la an easy grader
e) I enjoy the class
B) Why do you think that you're not doing so well?
a) I'a not trying hard enough
b) I can't do physical things well
c) The class is too hard
d) The teacher expects too auch
e) The class is boring
THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR FILLING THIS OUT
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